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ABSTRACT
Non printable & special characters in clinical trial data create potential problems in producing quality deliverables.
There could be major issues such as incorrect statistics / counts in the deliverables, or minor ones such as incorrect
line breaks, page breaks or appearance of strange symbols in the reports. Identifying and deleting these issues could
pose challenges. When faced with this issue in the Pharmaceutical & Biotech industries, it is imperative to clean them
up. We need to understand the underlying cause and use various techniques to identify and handle them.
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INTRODUCTION
When SAS programmers encounter any non printable & special character related issues in clinical trial data for the
first time, it might be time consuming to figure out the reason that is causing the problem. In this paper we are trying
to provide an awareness of non printable & special characters, discuss issues that might be caused by them and
provide corresponding solutions.
In this paper we have used "NPSC" as a short form for non printable & special characters for convenience. The
macros and the examples used in this paper are implemented on UNIX operating system with SAS version 9.1.3.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Some of the most common non printable characters are carriage return, form feed, line feed, backspace, escape,
horizontal tab and vertical tab. These might not have a visible shape but will have effects on the output. To further
understand them, we have to look into ASCII table.

ASCII TABLE
ASCII stands for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. ASCII was originally designed for use with
teletypes. Computers can only understand numbers; hence an ASCII code is the numerical representation of a
character such as 'a' or 'A' or an action such as 'ESC' or 'DEL'. There are total of 256 ASCII characters (including
extended ASCII characters) (decimal values range from 0 to 255). Tables 1, 2 & 3 in Appendix show details of the
ASCII characters.
For the purpose of our topic, we can broadly classify the characters into 3 groups:
1.

33 non printable special characters. The first 32 characters (decimal value from 0 to 31) and the DEL char
(decimal value 127).

2.

94 standard printable characters (decimal value range from 33 to 126) which represent letters, digits, punctuation
marks, and a few miscellaneous symbols.

3.

128 special characters (Extended ASCII or ISO-8859-1. Decimal values range from 128 to 255). Decimal values
from 128 to 159 in the Extended ASCII set are non printing control characters.

The "Space" character (decimal value 32) denotes the space between words, as produced by the space bar of a
keyboard and it is considered as an invisible graphic rather than a control character.
All the characters that correspond to decimal values between 0 and 127 represent the standard ASCII character set
(Standard across the operating environments i.e. operating system / application / font). Other ASCII characters that
correspond to decimal values between 128 and 255 are available on certain ASCII operating environments, but the
information those characters represent varies with the operating environment. As the need for understanding
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additional characters and non printing characters by computers has risen, the standard character set of ASCII
became restrictive and a few varying 'extended' sets have been put in place.

PROBLEMS CAUSED BY NON PRINTABLE & SPECIAL CHARACTERS
In Clinical trials data, we do not expect to have any characters outside the decimal values range from 32 to 127
because of the problems mentioned below. There are some exceptions though which are later presented in this
paper.
Following are some of the issues that might be caused by NPSC.
1.

The line / page alignment in the output generated will be disrupted when some of these characters are present in
the output. Most common problem is, even though there is plenty of space available in a line / page, with out
using all of it, the data will spill over to the next line / page.

2.

Depending on their presence in the critical variables, one might get wrong statistics or counts in the outputs.

3.

Unexpected conditional statement results and/or incorrect number of records get selected during subset.

4.

Some characters (Extended ASCII characters) are not same across operating systems / applications/ fonts.
When such characters are present in a SAS dataset, it is possible that the character might have had a different
form or meaning in the source application compared to the final destination which is SAS dataset.

We make an attempt to print all ASCII characters to examine their effects. The SAS code used to generate the below
output (Output 1) is presented in the APPENDIX as output1.sas. Below is the partial output:

Output 1

Line Feed /
New line
Form Feed /
New page

In the above output there are 3 variables. The first one has decimal value, the second has hexadecimal value and the
third one has the character. All of them are enclosed in parenthesis. Observation 11 has non printable character that
corresponds to new line (NL line feed, DECIMAL value = 10, HEXADECIMAL value = ‘0A’) and Observation 13 has
non printable character that corresponds to new page (NP form feed, DECIMAL value = 12, HEXADECIMAL value =
‘0C’). In the 11th observation when the character (new line) was printed, it has been forced to the next line. The same
way, in the 13th observation when the character (new page) was printed, it has been forced to the next page. Also
observe that some of the characters were printed as small boxes.
Another example is presented below to demonstrate the non printable & special characters effects in conjunction with
data. The SAS code used to generate the below outputs (Output 2 and 3) is presented in the APPENDIX as
output_2_3.sas. Upon closely examining the output 2, we can see that, after the second ‘Cough’, there is an extra line
skip, and after the fourth ‘Cough’, there is a page break (here it is seen as the solid line). Even though the value
‘Cough’ in the TESTTERM looks alike, they have different frequency counts. This is because of the last invisible non
printable character in them.
When using conditional statements, inaccurate results are possible, and incorrect number of records can get selected
during subset for the same reasons mentioned above. Ex: Value ‘YES’ is not same as ‘YES?’; Value ‘COUGH’ is not
same as ‘COUGH?’ where ‘?’ is a NPSC. For this reason the statement upcase(varx) = ‘YES’; doesn’t work, but
index(upcase(varx)) = ‘YES’; works.
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Output 2
Special
character
seen as
small box

Form Feed

Line Feed

Incorrect
frequency
counts

Below is the output 3 which is created after deleting the NPSC from the same dataset that is used to generate the
output 2. Output 3 is appropriate without any line skip, page break, and correct frequency count as expected.

Output 3

No line feed,
form feed
and special
characters

Correct
frequency
counts
As some special characters are not same across all the environments, they might not mean / look like what they were
meant / looked like in the source. In such instance, the special character does not make sense in the context.

SOURCE
We do need, and use some of these non printable & special characters in various applications such as Word, Excel
and other editors. However in clinical trial data, these characters can cause problems as explained above. Hence they
are not acceptable in the data. If they are not allowed, then how they were entered in to the clinical data in the first
place?
NPSC might be introduced into database when the data is imported from applications such as Excel sheets, Word
document or other editors. It is not possible to enter some of these special characters / symbols into our data just by
using the key board, unless those were entered programmatically by using some special techniques e.g. BYTE
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function in SAS. When viewed in the dataset, some of these characters might appear as a small box in the data, but it
might not be the case always.
Most of the times, SAS programmers will be given data from other departments (usually data management), and do
not have any control over it. Providing quality data is data management’s responsibility, and providing quality /
accurate reports is statistical programmer’s responsibility. Hence, it is both data management and statistical
programming department’s responsibility to identify the NPSC and take necessary action.

IDENTIFYING AND GENERATING A REPORT ABOUT THE NPSC IN A GIVEN DATABASE
What ever might be the source for these NPSC in our database, problems caused by them are often difficult to
identify or go unrecognized / overlooked. Hence a robust approach is needed to find them in a given database. For
this purpose we have developed a macro called RPTNPSC which is presented in the APPENDIX. This macro
identifies and generates a detailed report of all occurrences of NPSC in a given database. Once all the datasets and
the variables containing NPSC are identified, we have to analyze them to decide what necessary action can be taken
depending on ones requirements. RPTNPSC macro can be used as a powerful edit check tool to ensure cleaner
data without NPSC.
Below is the first part of the report (output 4) generated by RPTNPSC macro that gives summary information of the
datasets and variables with number of observations having NPSC.

Output 4

Below is the partial second part of the report (output 5) generated by RPTNPSC macro. For all the datasets in the
specified database, a detailed report of NPSC containing dataset, observation number, variable name, number of
NPSC instances (NPSC count) in that observation for that variable, complete information of each NPSC (i.e. position
within that variable, Decimal & Hexadecimal values), and finally the variable value. We can see the disrupted
alignment in the below sample output, which is due to line feed.

Output 5

Line feed at the
end of the value
causing line break.

Line feed in the middle of the value causing
line break and data spill to next line.

Carriage return (OD) and Line
feed (OA) information.
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SOLUTIONS
Once the NPSC are identified in the database, it is essential to analyze all NPSC occurrences as there are many
different solutions available depending on various situations and their specific requirements.
Special characters like “µ” (which stands for “micro”) in the lab units or any special characters that were entered in the
database intentionally are required; hence these special characters need to be kept as is in the database. Once we
identify the characters that are to be deleted, then the following are the options / solutions:
1.

Report them to data management and get clean data in the next transfer.

2.

Replace NPSC with other characters.

3.

Delete NPSC.

REPORT THEM TO DATA MANAGEMENT AND GET CLEAN DATA IN THE NEXT TRANSFER
If the identified NPSC are not supposed to be present in the database, and if data management can address these
occurrences, then this is the most preferred option.

REPLACE NPSC WITH OTHER CHARACTERS
Replacing NPSC with other characters such as space is usually rare, but is some times required to handle some
special situations. In such cases, first the position of the NPSC is identified and then by using the SUBSTR (left of =)
or TRANSLATE functions, it is replaced by another character.

DELETE NPSC
After identifying the NPSC, if none of the above two solutions is an option, then we have to delete them from the
database. There are many ways to do this, and in this paper we discuss some methods along with their pros and
cons.

Method I:
The simplest approach is to use the compress function as below:
unit = compress(unit, '09'x); *remove the horizontal tab;
In this method, specific NPSC occurrences can be targeted and removed within a single variable. This method could
be cumbersome, if there are many variables with NPSC and all of them need to be deleted.

Method II:
Compress function with modifiers ‘K’ and ‘W’ is a new feature in SAS version 9. Following is the syntax:
varname = compress(varname, , 'kw');
The modifier “k” stands for ‘KEEP’ and the modifier “w” stands for ‘WRITABLE’. Note that there is no second
parameter in the above code. When compress function is used in combination of K & W modifiers, it keeps all the
writable characters which means it deletes all the non writable characters.
Here are the disadvantages of this approach:
1.

Only available from SAS version 9 onwards.

2.

This method will delete all the non printable characters, but does not delete any special characters.

3.

Even while handling only non printable characters, this method has certain restrictions. Characters to be
considered as non-printable by SAS, depends on TRANTAB system option settings. The results depend directly
on the translation table that is in effect and indirectly on the ENCODING and LOCALE system options.
Translation tables are used internally by the SAS supervisor to implement NLS (National Language Support).
Hence changing the TRANTAB options is strongly not recommended without proper purpose and knowledge.
Especially the non printing control characters (special characters with decimal values from 128 to 159 in the
Extended ASCII set) are considered as printable characters in some settings and non printable characters in
other settings. So, the compress function in combination with K & W modifiers does not guarantee consistent
result on which we can rely on.
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Method III:
In this method the NPSC range is explicitly specified in the compress function. This can be done by creating a
variable with all the characters that need to be deleted and passing it as a second parameter in the compress
function. Below is the code to create a variable “npschars” that has all the NPSC:
do i=0 to 31, 127 to 255;
if i=0 then npschars=byte(i);
else npschars=trim(npschars)||byte(i);
end;

This is the best approach as it gives us the control over the characters that we want to delete and doesn’t involve any
alteration of the system options settings.
Keeping the pros & cons of each method in mind, we have developed the DELNPSC macro to delete or replace the
NPSC in the given dataset which is presented in the APPENDIX.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN USING THE “KW” MODIFIER AND EXPLICITELY SPECIFYING THE
RANGE OF CHARACTERS THAT NEEDS TO BE DELETED
The importance of explicitly mentioning the NPSC in compress function is shown below by comparing this method
with compress function with “KW” modifiers. The SAS code used to generate the below output (Output 6) is presented
in the APPENDIX as output6.sas. Only partial output is shown below:

Output 6

Difference

In this output, for each observation, the third variable contains the character before it is deleted, the fourth variable
contains the character after using the compress function with modifiers ‘K’ and ‘W’, and finally the fifth variable
contains the character after using the algorithm that explicitly specifies the NPSC. One can observe that, in the fourth
variable, some observations have the special character still present in them, but in the fifth variable, there is no
character present for all the observations.

CONCLUSION
Non printable and special characters in the clinical trial data are hard to identify and can cause problems that could
take lot of time to identify and fix. We have discussed identifying and generating reports of NPSC occurrences and
provided various solutions with examples. We hope this paper provides all needed information to deal with Non
Printable Special Characters in clinical trail data.
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APPENDIX
OUTPUT1.SAS
/************************************************************************************************
Program: Output1.sas
Purpose: Generate and print all the ASCII characters including the NPSC.
************************************************************************************************/
data test (drop=i);
length decimalv $5 hexadecv $6 ascichar $3 ;
do i=0 to 255;
decimalv="("||strip(put(rank(byte(i)), best.))||")";
hexadecv="("||strip(put(byte(i), $hex4.))||")";
ascichar="("||byte(i)||")";
output;
end;
label
decimalv="Decimal value"
hexadecv="Hexadecimal value"
ascichar="Ascii character";
run;
options nodate nonumber;
title "ASCII values, and characters (Decimal, Hexadecimal and Actual character)";
proc print data=test label;
run;
/**********************/
/*** End of program ***/
/**********************/

OUTPUT_2_3.SAS
/************************************************************************************************
Program: Output_2_3.sas
Purpose: Example showing the difference in frequency counts, because of the NPSC.
************************************************************************************************/
data test (keep=testterm);
length testterm $200;
do i=9 to 13;
testterm="Cough"||byte(i); *Concatenating the NPSC with data;
output;
end;
do i=1 to 2;
testterm="Cough";
output;
end;
run;
options nodate nonumber;
title "Example showing the difference in frequency counts, data spill over to";
title2 "next line / page, because of the NPSC.";
title3 "Before deleting the NPSC.";
proc print data=test;
run;
title;
proc freq data=test;
tables testterm / nocum;
run;
/* Call DELNPSC macro to delete the NPSC in the test dataset. */
/* DELNPSC macro is explained in the APPENDIX. */
%delnpsc (ds=test, cvarlist=, replchar=%str());
title "Example showing the difference in frequency counts, data spill over to";
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title2 "next line / page, because of the NPSC.";
title3 "After deleting the NPSC.";
proc print data=test;
run;
title;
proc freq data=test;
tables testterm / nocum;
run;
/**********************/
/*** End of program ***/
/**********************/

IDENTIFYING AND GENERATING A REPORT ABOUT THE NPSC IN A GIVEN DATABASE
RPTNPSC.SAS (Generates the output 4 and output 5)
/**********************************************************************************************
Program: rptnpsc.sas
Programmer: Sridhar R Dodlapati
Date:

2009-12-15

Purpose:

General purpose macro to report the non printable/special characters in the specified
Dataset folder.

Input:

Dataset directory path in which NPSC need to be identified in the datasets.

Output:

Report "rptnpsc.lst" will be generated in the same folder where the program is run.

Macro parameter description:
datapath= Path of the dataset folder in which the presence of non printable/special characters
need to be identified and reported. datapath is not enclosed in quotation marks.
Usage:

rptnpsc macro is called outside the data step as follows:
%rptnpsc (datapath=/sasdata/neb/NEBMD04);
**********************************************************************************************/
%macro rptnpsc(datapath=);
.....
.....
/*** Get all the datasets info in the specified data folder ***/
proc sql noprint;
*Get all the dataset names that are present in the given directory;
create table dsindir as
select distinct upcase(memname) as dsname
from dictionary.tables
where libname="DIRPATH" and memtype="DATA";
*Get the number of datasets for looping;
%let numds=&sqlobs;
*Create a macro variable with all the dataset names separated by space;
select dsname into: dsnames separated by ' '
from dsindir;
quit;
.....
.....
/*** Process all the datasets in the specified data folder ***/
%do i=1 %to &numds;
%let ds&i=%lowcase(%sysfunc(scan(&dsnames, &i)));
data &&ds&i (keep= dsname varname obsnum varvalue npsccnt npscinf);
set dirpath.&&ds&i;
.....
.....
/*** Process all the character variables in each dataset ***/
.....
.....
indexc(charvars{k}, npschars)
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.....
.....
%end;
.....
.....
/*** Report generation ***/
.....
.....
%mend;
/**********************/
/*** End of program ***/
/**********************/

How this macro works:
In the macro, first the directory path specified in the macro definition is checked and a user defined warning notice is
issued if it is incorrect or not specified at all. If the path provided is correct, it creates a macro variable containing the
number of datasets in the folder, another macro variable is created that has all the datasets names separated by
space. Then a loop is designed to go over each observation for all character variables in each dataset. Inside the
loop, while processing the first observation, it creates a string containing all the non printable & special characters that
need to be identified. The importance of using a string to specify all NPSC characters is further explained in detail in
the Solutions Section in this paper. The identification of NPSC is done by using various functions such as indexc,
vname, vvalue, rank & substr and a dataset is created from which the final report is generated.

OUTPUT6.SAS
/************************************************************************************************
Program: Output6.sas
Purpose:

Example showing the difference between the 2 approaches in compress function.
1) using 'KW' modifier and
2) Explicitly specifying the characters that need to be deleted
************************************************************************************************/
data test (drop=i npschars);
length decimalv $5 hexadecv $6 ascichar compress specnpsc $3 npschars $161;
do i=0 to 31, 127 to 255;
if i=0 then npschars=byte(i);
else npschars=trim(npschars)||byte(i);
end;
do i=0 to 31, 127 to 255;
decimalv="("||strip(put(rank(byte(i)), best.))||")";
hexadecv="("||strip(put(byte(i), $hex4.))||")";
ascichar="("||byte(i)||")";
compress="("||compress(byte(i), ,'KW')||")";
specnpsc="("||compress(byte(i),npschars)||")";
output;
end;
label
decimalv="Decimal value"
hexadecv="Hexadecimal value"
ascichar="Ascii character"
compress="Char after 'COMPRESS func with KW mod'"
specnpsc="Char after 'NPSC specified in COMPRESS'";
run;
options nodate nonumber;
title "Difference between using the 'KW' modifier and 'Explicitly specifying the";
title2 "characters that need to be deleted' in 'COMPRESS function'.";
proc print data=test label;
run;
/**********************/
/*** End of program ***/
/**********************/

DELETING OR REPLACING THE NPSC IN THE GIVEN DATASET
DELNPSC.SAS
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/**********************************************************************************************
Program: delnpsc.sas
Programmer: Sridhar R Dodlapati
Date:

2009-12-15

Purpose:

General purpose macro to delete or replace the non printable/special characters in
the specified dataset.

Input:

Dataset that need NPSC clean up.

Output:

The same input dataset will be output in which the NPSC will be deleted or replaced.
If no NPSC are were present in the input dataset, then the input and output datasets
will be exactly same.

Macro parameter description:
ds=
Dataset in which the non printable/special characters need to be deleted or replaced.
This is a required parameter. If not provided, then a warning note will be issued in
the log.
cvarlist= List of character variables separated by space, that may contains the non
printable/special characters and need to be deleted or replaced. If nothing is
specified for the cvarlist, then all the character variables in the specified dataset
will be used as the character variable list.
replchar= Character used to replace the non printable/special characters. If none specified,
then the non printable/special characters will be completely deleted. replchar is not
enclosed in quotations marks, but it should be specified / enclosed in the
parenthesis of the %str().
Usage:

delnpsc macro is called outside the data step as follows:
%delnpsc (ds=ae, cvarlist=, replchar=%str()); *Deleting the NPSC;
%delnpsc (ds=cm, cvarlist=aeterm, replchar=%str( )); *Replacing NPSC with ‘SPACE’;
%delnpsc (ds=ex, cvarlist=var1 var2, replchar=%str(?)); *Replacing NPSC with ‘?’;
**********************************************************************************************/
%macro delnpsc (ds=, cvarlist=, replchar=%str());
%local nullstr warn1 warn2;
%let warn1=WAR;
%let warn2=NING;
%if "&ds"="&nullstr" %then %do;
%put &warn1&warn2 (User defined): No dataset has been specified in the delnpsc macro call.;
%end;
%else %if not %sysfunc(exist(&ds)) %then %do;
%put &warn1&warn2 (User defined): The specified dataset in the macro call does not exist;
%put Please specify a valid dataset name.;
%end;
%else %do;
%if "&cvarlist"="&nullstr" %then %let cvarlist=_character_;
data &ds (drop=i npschars %if "&replchar"^="&nullstr" %then position;);
set &ds;
array charvars &cvarlist;
length npschars $161; *161 is the total number of characters from 0 to 31, 127 to 255;
retain npschars;
if _N_=1 then do;
do i=0 to 31, 127 to 255;
if i=0 then npschars=byte(i);
else npschars=trim(npschars)||byte(i);
end;
end;
do over charvars;
%if "&replchar"="&nullstr" %then %do;
charvars=compress(charvars, npschars);
%end;
%else %do;
do until (position=0);
position=indexc(charvars, npschars);
if position>0 then substr(charvars, position, 1)="&replchar";
end;
%end;
end;
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run;
%end;
%mend;
/**********************/
/*** End of program ***/
/**********************/

How this macro works:
While processing the first observation, first it creates a character variable (NPSCHARS) containing all the non
printable & special characters, that need to be deleted or replaced. Then by going over all the character variables one
by one for each observation, it either uses the compress function to delete the NPSC or combination of indexc &
substr function to replace the NPSC with replace character specified in the macro definition.

Table 1: All ASCII characters with Hexadecimal values.
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Table 2: Standard ASCII character set (Standard across the operating environments). Characters corresponding to
decimal values range from 0 and 127.

Table 3: Extended ASCII character set. Characters corresponding to decimal values range from 128 and 255.
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